Software architecture of UMP system
Fig. 1. UMP system overview Fig. 1 is an overview of the UMP system. In our system, there are three kinds of nodes. One is the Client Node which works instead of the mobile users. This node requests tasks through mobile terminals on a wireless network. The other is the Resource Router (RR) which is a gateway of the system. There exists only one node of RR in one subnet. This node received task requests from the Client Nodes. Then, the node manages a list of tasks and determines which tasks should be executed currently on the subnet. The last one is the Calculation Node which actually executes tasks requested from the Client Nodes. Every task is allocated by the RR on the subnet. When a task is executed, several Calculation Nodes are connected to each other like a chain. For example, to encode a bitmap file into JPEG file, the whole steps are six. So it means the chain has six Calculation Nodes. Combination of the Calculation Nodes is always unique so that actions of tasks can be changed flexibly by the demands of the Client Nodes. We call the Calculation Nodes as Processing Elements (PEs) afterwards.
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Motivation of our work
As a case study of the UMP system, we implemented a prototype application of the JPEG encoding [8] . The application is developed to convert bitmap format image to JPEG format image. At that stage, the implementation was simple and the algorithm of the processing schedule was not considered enough. The scale of the prototype system was small; it couldn't server a large request of tasks. In the real world, many users will request the service/task at simultaneously to the UMP system. So, it is obviously optimizing the time efficiency, loading balance of the RR, reducing the delay of task execution, total execution time of the whole task are pressing needs. Of course, there is a trade off between these factors. How to design the UMP system to meet the providing of the real service is a challenge thing. Generally speaking, processing speed would be quite faster than network speed in usual. One of benchmarks of network performance is the network overhead [9] . In [13] [14] , we compared processing time of using stand-alone application to processing time of using UMP system. The result shows the difference between processing time of the former and later is network overhead time. So, increasing the usage of each PE is one way to generate the good performance. In other words, assign tasks as much as possible under the limitation of the processing ability and reducing the communication cost.
Resource allocation algorithms for the resource router
In this section, we introduce two resource allocation algorithms for the RR to find single PE whose state is idle. Resource allocating should be optimized since time consumption for that is not trivial over total execution time. We propose an optimized algorithm and evaluate it by probability analysis. Resource allocation algorithms with multi PEs are also introduced in the following section 4.
Basic algorithm for the RR to search idle PEs
The RR has a role to look for a PE necessary to execute a task as the following steps.
1. The RR searches an idle PE randomly and sends a PE a message to check its state. 2. The PE sends the RR an answer of idle/busy. 3. After the RR gets the answer of idle, it finishes the search. If the answer is busy, back to (1) and continue.
Firstly, the RR randomly searches a PE in a state of the idle by sending a message to ask a PE whether the PE is in an idle state or a busy state. The PE replies to the RR with its current state when it receives the message. When a response from PE is an idle state, the RR sends the PE a message to request execution of the task. Otherwise, the RR looks for other available PE. It keeps retrieving idle PEs until the execution of all tasks ends. We can consider two possible scenarios for the RR to search an idle PE: the best case and the worst case. The best case means the RR successfully finds an idle PE at the first search, i.e., the first retrieved PE is in the idle state so that the RR no longer looks for other PE. In contrast, the worst case means the RR finds an idle PE after searching every PE on the subnet, i.e., it retrieves the idle PE at last although the all other PEs are busy.
In the basic algorithm, the RR looks for an available PE at random. Therefore, the best case can be not always expected and the worst case cannot be avoided. One reason for the worst case is there exist PEs being often in the busy state. A long delay can be generated if the RR keeps retrieving such a busy PE instead of other idle ones. We consider that if the RR omits such PEs to retrieve, it can find an idle PE quickly and efficiently. The basic idea can be described as follows: 1) firstly making a group of PEs being often in a busy state, and 2) the RR does not retrieve any PE from the group. A concrete method is needed for finding such busy PEs and presented in the following subsection.
Optimized algorithm
In the optimized algorithm, firstly the RR searches an idle PE randomly and checks each PE's state. After the RR repeats this procedure many times, it makes a group of busy PEs based on a history of each PE's state the RR checked. In the next search, the RR tries to find an idle PE excluding from the group. If the RR cannot find any idle PE, it searches an idle PE from inside and outside of the group. This algorithm is based on an assumption that there exists at least one idle PE of all. Details of the algorithm are described as the following steps. Step 2 to Step4 $s$ times, the RR looks into each PE's storage. If a PE's degree of busy state is more than a threshold, the PE is regarded as ``PE with high probability of busy'' 6. After the end of looking into storages, the RR makes a group of PEs with high probability of busy. 7. The RR searches an idle PE again expect for PEs belonging to the group $t$ times. If the RR cannot find any idle PE, it begins to search for an idle PE including inside of the group. 8. Step5-7 are repeated until the entire search ends.
In the optimized algorithm, we can also consider the best case and the worst case for the RR to spend time for searching an idle PE. The best case can occur when the RR finds an idle PE at the first search like the best case of the basic algorithm. On the other hand, the worst case is the RR firstly searches an idle PE from outside of the group but all PEs are in the busy state. Hence, the RR starts to look for an idle PE from the group and then it finally finds an idle PE after the all other PEs in the group are queried by the RR.
Probability analyses and discussion
As the first stage, we evaluate the optimized algorithm with probability analyses using probabilities of finding an idle PE in the best case and the worst case with the basic algorithm and the optimized algorithm respectively. Both probabilities depend on probabilities of a PE in an idle state and a busy state respectively. We use the queuing theory \cite{11} to obtain the probabilities of a PE in an idle state and a busy state. The queuing theory is used to stochastically analyze congestion phenomena of queues and allows us to measure several performances such as the probability of encountering the system in certain states like idle and busy. Here, we consider one PE as on one system and then its queuing model can be described as M/M/1(1) by Kendall's notation. That means each PE receives a message from the RR randomly and deals with only one task at once. Hence, when a PE processes a task and at same time a message comes from the RR, the message is not accepted by the PE because of the busy state.
Probability that a PE is in an idle state where $0 \leq P_0 \leq 1$.
P 1
Probability that a PE is in a busy state where $P_1=1-P_0$.
n The total number of PEs in a subset.
m Number of PEs in the group (regarded as a PE with high probability of busy).
P' 1
Probability that a PE in the group is busy. Before the analysis, some notations are defined in Table 1 . Equation (1) and (2) show the probabilities of finding an idle PE from one subnet in the best case and the worst case respectively when the basic algorithm is used.
In the best case of the probability of finding an idle PE:
In the worst case of the probability of finding an idle PE:
On the other hand, Equation (3) and (4) show the probabilities of the best case and the worst case respectively when the optimized algorithm is used. Here, we have new notations as follows.
The best case is just the same as the one using the basic algorithm since the RR finds an idle PE at the first search in the both algorithms. Therefore, we consider only the worst cases to comparing the optimized algorithm with the basic algorithm. The range of m in the worst case, since PEs in the group is a part of all PEs in the subnet, can be 0 mn ≤≤. In the case of m=0 or m=n, it is just the same as the worst case using the basic algorithm. Moreover, we assume 11 ' PP < since PEs in the group are regarded as PEs with high probability of busy and should encounter a busy state more than else PEs in the subnet. From the queuing theory,
And '
ρ in Equation (6) shows the congestion condition of a PE in the group. We also assume ' ρ ρ < from the condition 11 ' PP < as mentioned before. Here we can consider ρ as each PE's degree of busy state, since the RR classifies PEs based on the degree by comparing with a threshold decided beforehand. Therefore, '
ρ of all PEs in the group should be more than or equal to the threshold, so that threshold Based on the assumption, we obtain the probabilities of the worst case in the basic algorithm and the optimized algorithm using the Equation (2) and the Equation (4) respectively. Fig. 2 shows the probabilities with changing n, the total number of PEs in a subnet, from 10 to 100. In each case of n, we also change m, the number of PEs in the group, from 0% to 50% of n. When m is 0% of n, i.e., m=0 in Fig. 2 , that means the basic algorithm is applied since there is no PE in the group. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows the probabilities of the worst case for each m from 0 to 5 with n=10. In Fig. 2 , we focus on the three parameters which are ρ , n, and m for discussion of the results. Firstly, when 0.4 0.8 ρ < < , the probabilities where m>0 become lower than one where m=0 in most cases, so that the threshold of ρ should be set to more than 0.5 and less than 0.9 to avoid the worst case using the optimized algorithm. Secondly, the more the total number of PEs n, the bigger difference of the probabilities between the basic algorithm (m=0) and the optimized algorithm (m>0) as shown in Fig. 2 . Therefore, we can conclude the optimized algorithm has less risk of the worst case than the basic algorithm as the total number of PEs is larger. Finally, the number of PEs in the group m gives less impact on results comparing to other two parameters. However, in Fig. 2 , we can see slightly less probabilities of the worst case as m is larger. As a result, using the optimized algorithm encounters the worst case less than using the basic algorithm if the following conditions are met; (1) the threshold to make a busy group by checking of each PE ranges from 0.6 to 0.8, and (2) the total number of PEs in a subnet is relatively large. Considering these two conditions in implementation, effective performance using the optimized algorithm can be expected. 
Resource allocation algorithms with chained PEs
In practical use, multiple PEs are used to complete one task at most of time. In this section, we introduce four resource allocation algorithms to find multiple PEs all who are in idle state.
In this chapter, we use JPEG encoding as an archetypal example to test the proposed algorithms. There are six stages to encode a bitmap file into JPEG image. They are reading bitmap file, RGB to YCbCr, down sampling translator, processing Discrete Cosine Transform, Huffman Encoding, and JPEG image writer. When a user requests a task of JPEG encoding, the RR will first reserve six PE as a chain for the whole processing. After the user connected to the first PE, the chain processing will be started. When the last PE finished its sub-task, the user can get the result and the RR change the entire PEs chain to a standby status. Due to the user side is assumed as a mobile client, the battery life-time is a very important factor in the system design. To reduce the energy consumption of user side, we fix the first PE and the last PE to provide the frequently access from user to search the last PE. Thus, all the optimization process is effect to the middle PEs in the whole process chain. Therefore, the algorithm can be described as follows.
Current Algorithm (CA)
When task comes, RR will reserve the whole PEs which will be needed to process the task until the task is finished. During the processing time, even some PEs are free, they cannot be used by other tasks.
The characteristic of the current resource allocation algorithm can be analyzed into two parts: i. Mean delay:
where m is the number of tasks RR can handle at one time, t is the time to handle m tasks. So the first m tasks wait 0 time, the second m tasks wait t time, the i-th m tasks should wait (i-1)t time. We can also get task execution efficiency as follows: ii. Task Execution Efficiency: 
Abstract of the CA is described as follows.
1. Router retrieves a new task from the task queue. If there is no task in the task queue, then ends. 2. Router generates a PE chain which is used to process a task. Set the PEs in the PE chain as busy, which means these PE can not do any other task until they are released. 3. Router sends the PE chain information and task to PE1. 4. PE1 finishes its work and follows the PE chain information to transfer the task to PE2. 5. PE2 finishes its work and follows the PE chain information to transfer the task to PE3. 6. PE4 finishes its work and follows the PE chain information to transfer the task to PE5. 7. PE5 finishes its work and follows the PE chain information to transfer the task to PE6. 8. PE6 finishes its work and sends the processed task back to router. 9. Router sets all PEs in the PE chain as idle. 10. Remove the task from the task queue. If there is no task left in the task queue, then terminates. Otherwise go to Step (1).
Randomly Allocating Algorithm (RAA)
The biggest limitation of the current policy is that if the RR allocates the PEs to the users once, the all PEs are reserved until the whole task will be finished. This is obviously a big useless of the computational resource. To regard as this point, we apply a randomly distribute algorithm to the UMP system. The concept of RAA is after the PE finished the execution of the process, the PE will ask the RR for the next phase of PE. The usage rate of PE is quite high, but the load balance is heavy for the RR. We can get task execution efficiency as follows: i. Task execution efficiency: Abstract of the RAA is described as follows.
1. Router retrieves a new task from the task queue. If there is no task in the task queue, then ends. 2. Router finds an idle PE1 and any PE6 and then transfers the task to this PE1. 3. After getting the task from router, this PE1 sends a busy status message to router. 4. After processing the task, this PE1 send an idle status message to router and meantime ask the router for the next PE. 5. Router finds an idle PE2, and then tells the PE1. 6. PE2 sends the status busy to router; PE1 transfers the task to PE2, and sends idle status message to router. 7. PE2, PE3, PE4 act the same. 8. After PE5's processing the task, PE5 transfers the task the PE6 which is decided by router at Step 2. 9. After PE6's processing the task, transfer the processed task back to router. 10. Remove the task from the task queue. If there is no task left in the task queue, then terminates. Otherwise go to Step (1).
Randomly Allocating Algorithm with Cache technology (RAA-C).
To improve the RAA, we introduce a cache concept of the resource allocating algorithm. For every PE, we assign a cache for them to memorize the next stage's PE. When they finished their sub-task, they will search the next phase of PE in their cache. If the all PEs in the cache are at the busy status, it will ask RR to assign one free PE as the next phase PE. We can get task execution efficiency as follows: i. The best case of task execution efficiency: Since this is the best case so that i-th PE's answer must be "available", (i-1)-th PE starts to send data to i-th PE in the third communication.
ii. The worst case of task execution efficiency: 
where
is the execution time, , each (i-1) -th PE has to ask RR for a free PE. Abstract of the RAA-C is described as follows.
1. Router retrieves a new task from the task queue. If there is no task in the task queue, then ends. 2. Router finds an idle PE1 and any PE6 and then transfers the task to this PE1. 3. After getting the task from router, this PE1 sends a busy status message to router. 4. After processing the task, this PE1 sends an idle status message to router. 5. Find the idle PE from its cache. 6. If the PE1 finds an idle PE2, then send a request message to verify whether the PE2 is truly idle or not. 7. If the response from PE2 is yes, then go to step 10; or send a request message to router, by which router will look for an idle PE2 without restriction of PE1's cache. 8. If router finds one, then tell PE1, otherwise, repeat steps from Step (5). 9. Router finds an idle PE2, and then tells the PE1. 10. PE2 send the busy status message to router; PE1 transfers the task to PE2, and then sends the idle status message to router. 11. PE2, PE3, PE4 act the same, besides updates the information of cache of PE1, PE2, PE3, respectively. 12. After PE5's processing the task, PE5 updates the information of cache of PE4; and then transfers the task the PE6 which is decided by router at Step 2. 13. After PE6's processing the task, transfer the processed task back to router. 14. Remove the task from the task queue. If there is no task left in the task queue, then terminates. Otherwise go to Step (1).
Randomly Allocating Algorithm with Grouping method (RAA-G).
The RAA-G is slightly different from RAA-C. We use a grouping method to group the PEs. The difference between the RAA-G and RAA-C is the restriction of jumping to the PEs which is out of the cache that current PE has. That means when a certain PE finished its subtask and the whole PEs in the cache (group) are busy, the PE will not ask RR to assign a free PE out of the cache. For example, assume every cache at each phase has four PEs. When a certain PE at one stage finished the sub-task, it can search the next phase PE in the same cache. If the next phase PE is all busy status, it has to wait. This is the biggest difference between RAA-C and RAA-G. And the Efficiency of RAA-G in the best case is the same to RAA-C. Here, the best case means each (i-1)-th PE succeeds to find the next phase PE in only one access without asking all PE members in the cache.
i. The worst case of task execution efficiency: Abstract of the RAA-G is described as follows.
1. Router retrieves a new task from the task queue. If there is no task in the task queue, then ends. 2. Router finds an idle PE1 and any PE6 and then transfers the task to this PE1. 3. After getting the task from router, this PE1 sends a busy status message to router. 4. After processing the task, this PE1 sends an idle status message to router. 5. Find the idle PE from its cache. 6. If the PE1 finds an idle PE2, then send a request message to verify whether the PE2 is truly idle or not. 7. If the response from PE2 is yes, then go to step 10; or waits a particular time, then go to step 5. 8. PE1 transfers the task to PE2. 9. PE2, PE3, PE4 act the same, besides updates the information of cache of PE1, PE2, PE3, respectively. 10. After PE5's processing the task, PE5 updates the information of cache of PE4; and then transfers the task the PE6 which is decided by router at Step (2). 11. After PE6's processing the task, transfer the processed task back to router. 12. Remove the task from the task queue. If there is no task left in the task queue, then terminates. Otherwise go to Step (1).
Performance evaluation and discussion
We built a simulation system to evaluate the 4 algorithms. We used the Poisson Distribution to generate the tasks because the Poisson Distribution arises in connection with Poisson processes. It applies to various phenomena of discrete nature (that is, those that may happen 0, 1, 2, 3, ... times during a given period of time or in a given area) whenever the probability of the phenomenon happening is constant in time or space. After run the generator, we got 291 tasks for the evaluation. And we set 240 PEs. Each processing needs 6 PEs, therefore the total chains of PEs are 40. We also set the network delay as 100. Table 2 shows the environment of the simulation. Fig. 3 shows the loading balance of RR from the simulation result. We can see the sum loading balance of CA and RAA-G perform a good result because the algorithms their self restrict the communication with RR. And it is naturally the RAA had worst result, because almost every time the PE should ask RR to know the next phase PE which should be connected to. The average efficiency of RAA-C and RAA-G are almost the same, it is perfect matching the mathematic model we have described above. RAA also has a better result than RAA-C and RAA-G. But consider the loading balance of RR it is still not acceptable.
F r o m t h e l e f t p a r t o f F i g . 5 , w e c a n s e e t h e p r o p o s e d a l g o r i t h m s h a v e a s i g n i f i c a n t improvement compared with the current implementation. Also, from the right part of Fig. 5 , we can see the RAA-G and RAA-C are slightly performing a good result than RAA. 
Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose an optimized algorithm for resource allocation to a processing node, which can improve the overall performance of the UMP system. Using the optimized algorithm, the RR can effectively find a single PE in an idle state, which actually can process an assigned task. As a result, the RR saves the time to search for an idle node so that total performance of resource allocation can be improved. Finally, we evaluated the optimized algorithm with probability analyses and figured out conditions for the optimized algorithm to be better than the basic algorithm. Also, as the further step our previous works, we evaluated the performance with four different resource (PE) allocating algorithm for multiple PEs and analyzed these algorithms from three points of view. Though these huge experiments, we have successfully proofed our proposed algorithms are meaning while. Considering those three key factors (the time efficiency, loading balance of the RR, and total processing time of the whole task), each algorithm has its merit and demerit. There is always a trade off between these factors. Taking into account the balanced point of all factors, we found the RAA-G is the best algorithm to allocating resources (PEs) when the condition is the system has many users and many task to process. The next better algorithm is RAA-C, following by RAA. For other cases, it is difficult to say which algorithm is the best, because it is truly case by case. One more things we have realized through the experiments are we can set the allocating policy flexibly answering to the user's request. Maybe that is the best solution to design the UMP system. In the future, we will focus on the above layer of the UMP system -the service layer, to deal with the context information from users, resources and environments.
